Press Accreditation
WRT Weinland Trophy
Hollabrunn,
20.+.21.10.2018

Company/agency:

editorial staff:
website:

ID-Nr:

date of expiry:

name:
address:
country:
telephone:
e-mail:
fax:

newspaper:
photo:

radio:
TV:

Note:
With my signature, I confirm that all information is correct and I am over 18 years old.
Incomplete forms will not be accepted!
Send to:
Daniel Fischer
Telephone: +43 (0) 676/56 05 493
E-Mail: obmann@wrt-hollabrunn.at

Signature:
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Waiver
1. I am aware of speed risks and special tests with automobiles and motorcycles in
general outgoing risks and I am aware that I bring myself in special danger under
certain circumstances danger to life, if I leave the assigned or designated places the
commandments and prohibitions ignored or the Regulations and instructions do not
follow.
2. I undertake to strictly and immediately comply with the rules and instructions
issued by the ÖMSV, the organizer, the series operators, sports facilities, authorities,
the police and their agents (written, oral, optical). I am aware that staying in front of
the barriers (guardrails, concrete elements, etc.) in restricted areas and on security
patrols and obvious danger points is strictly forbidden. I undertake to enter these
areas and other than the designated or designated media reporter positions under
any circumstances. The media reporter seats designated by the organizer are noted
on the route sketch, if one exists. I will see these on the respective event days. As
explicitly assigned or designated seats, the spectator seats designated as such also
apply.
3. I am aware that a breach of my obligations under paragraphs 1 and 2 leads to the
withdrawal of my press card and to the reference of the event / venue.
4 . I am aware that the use of television and video cameras requires the written
permission of the owners and administrators of the film and television rights. The
unlawful use of TV and video equipment leads
for the immediate withdrawal of the press card and for a reference from the event. If
the rights holders assert claims for damages for violation of the film and television
rights, I shall be responsible for them
5. I attach a readable copy of my press card to the accreditation.
Important Note: Incomplete forms will not be accepted!
With my signature, I confirm that all information has been given correctly and that I
am over 18 years old.
Copies of the activities are sent to the organizer up to 2 months after the event.
The form with the personal details and the disclaimer have to be sent to the organizer
/ press support until 17.10.2018 24:00. Subsequent applications will not be accepted.

Send to:
Press care
Name: Daniel Fischer
E-Mail: obmann@wrt-hollabrunn.at

..............................................

..............................................

Place/Date

Signature of media representative
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Red marked blocked zones are to be followed without exception!
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